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About This Game

Kalymn Nox is the Albino Hunter; even his pretentious and slightly racist title can keep him from waking up broke after a night
of drinking. Join him as he takes on various jobs throughout the land which include:

-Spontaneous Engagement
-A Telepathic Lizard

-A Witch with a Poorly Insulated Castle

And hey! That was just in the Demo alone! The Full Version will include various additional plot lines, an updated Battle System,
more Party Members, and even an Interdimensional Mini-Game.

Recommended Age: 14+
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This is the most fun I've had in VR so far!
Love the colourful magic, and default locomotion seems best (swinging arms to run is brilliant!).
Some negative reviewers may not have found the maze, which is challenging and mildly scary!
If I'm picky, there are several things I would like to suggest to make this a perfect game to demonstrate VR for guests, but
overall an enjoyable experience for those who like to explore and experiment.... The game gets old very quickly. The
consequences of your choices are completely arbitrary, it's impossible to assess if one choice will be better than the other, it's
completely random. There is no strategy and you never feel like you are good at it. Interesting concept, poor execution.. love the
game play on this one, lots of action. Yet another wonderfully simple-but-not-actually-simple puzzle.. Paid $4.99 for a empty
game. NO $5 is NOT alot of money, but it is a wate when you but an EMPTY game. Excellent game for those who like retro
arcade style games of the 8- and 16-bit era. In addition to Battle City and Jackal, the influence of Contra is very obvious. The
Tank handles , and for genre veterans the difficulty is reasonable but not easy (thank goodness for continues). This is a game I
see myself coming back to play repeatedly.. Obvious mobile port is obvious. At least fix the controls if you're going to port from
mobile.. Simple hidden object puzzle game that kept me moderately entertained for a couple of hours.
BUT the ending is a disappointing "to be continued" and as a result makes the short game feel even shorter, and left me with a
sense of disgruntled bitterness rather than the satisfaction of finishing.. I had some fun with this game. I think it should cost
around $5 instead of 10 personally. It is a nice throwback shooter though so if you are into that I think you would find this game
worth the price. All in all I did enjoy it and I do think I will play this game some more!

Check out my video to see some gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xm4P3xH3sHI
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good game, keeps me on edge. I played the first one with 4 of my friends and it was a huge meme. This one fixes almost all the
bugs of the first one but the game is only $1 and its to go help childern. I cant see any reasion to guy kill tons of zombies with a
big mg. It is one of my go-to VR showcasing experiences!. OMG really? The "story" made me physically sick toward the end.
Imagine, millions are dead but when single coalition soldier dies our "hero-leader" is very angry (p***ed). From that moment on
the enemy has no chance whatsoever. Our heroes are just astonished that civilians are defending their home city. This is really
academy award/kodak moment. And so on... I won't even mention nukes.
Unfortunately the ones who like the game like it because of the story and the ones who don't are just unwilling to download the
old PhysX drivers. At least that's my impression from reading few reviews.
So I only recommend the game as curiosity and because gameplay is ok.. Simply not good enough.

This game should still be in early access. The graphics are a black mess, the AI is laughable. And worst of all you spend more
time loading or reloading the game then actually playing it.

Look, I had some fun with this game. But by todays standards, it really needs alot of work to make it stand out.

*update* After reading the dev's response I can understand he put alot of work into this and was limited by the engine being
used(I have only seen 2 rather good games on steam in the FPSC or gameguru engine), and I respect that. The problem is, I
simply cannot recommend this game to other people in the current state. I do wish the dev good luck on his future projects.
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